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摘  要 
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Because of the development of technology and the expansion of knowledge, new 
terms of various domain increase rapidly, and the research of terms is more and more 
important. The study of terms has practical significance for construction of knowledge 
structure,linguistics ontology and natural language processing. The basic knowledge 
stucture is mainly formed in the stage of basic education, and we primarily got these 
knowledges from teaching materials.But there is no systematic studies about the usage 
of basic teaching material terms.The paper uses quantitative data and qualitative 
methods to research the physics texts terms in basic education, and we combine the 
corpus-based method to investigate them from many points of view. 
First, this paper summarizes the non-standard phenomena of using terms in 
physics texts from the normative point of view. Then according to the concept、form 
and structure of terms ,we classify the physics text terms. In addition, we have a 
statistics on the length of physics terms basing up on the words and characters they 
contain. 
Second, we analysis the words and characters being used in physics terms.We 
count the part of speech combinations of physics text terms and the common parts of 
speech which constitute physics text terms. We find there are 111 part of speech 
combinations which are used in physics text terms and the noun is the most common 
part of speech in physics text terms. the paper studies the characters which are used in 
physics terms in detail. We get the quantity of the characters and analysis the site of 
them. 
At last, in this paper we use the forward maximum matching method to tag terms 
automatically on the original corpus, then use the error-based machine learning 
method to learn a variety of errors in automatic annotation results. Finally, we get a 
repetitious scanning automatic term recognition based on the glossary and rules.  
Experiments show that this system has a more significant effect. 
The characteristics of the study:we build a physics text term corpus according to 
six sets of physics textbooks which are commonly used in chinese basic education.We 
quantify detailedly the non-standard phenomena and category of physics terms in 















words and characters being used in physics terms.We develop an automatic term 
tagging systerm which serves to the constrcution of term corpora, and the systerm will 
be improved with the increase of corpus. 
The data and conclusion of this research partly reflect the overview of physics 
text terms. It is beneficial to make the syllabus, compile the teaching material, 
construct the terminology database and extract terms automatically. 
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